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ABSTRACT
The replicon model devised to explain replication control in bacteria has served as the guiding paradigm in the search for origins of replication

in the more complex genomes of eukaryotes. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, this model has proved to be extremely useful, leading to the

identification of specific genetic elements (replicators) and the interacting initiator proteins that activate them. However, replication control in

organisms ranging from Schizosaccharomyces pombe to mammals is far more fluid: only a small number of origins seem to represent classic

replicators, while the majority correspond to zones of inefficient, closely spaced start sites none of which are indispensable for origin activity.

In addition, it is apparent that the epigenetic state of a given sequence largely determines its ability to be used as a replication initiation site.

These conclusions were arrived at over a period of three decades, and required the development of several novel replicon mapping techniques,

as well as new ways of examining the chromatin architecture of any sequence of interest. Recently, methods have been elaborated for isolating

all of the active origins in the genomes of higher eukaryotes en masse. Microarray analyses and more recent high-throughput sequencing

technology will allow all the origins to be mapped onto the chromosomes of any organism whose genome has been sequenced. With the

advent of whole-genome studies on gene expression and chromatin composition, the field is now positioned to define both the genetic and

epigenetic rules that govern origin activity. J. Cell. Biochem. 105: 321–329, 2008. � 2008 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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D NA fiber autoradiographic studies on yeast and mammalian

genomes showed that origins of replication are bidirectional

[Huberman and Riggs, 1968; Newlon et al., 1974] and are spaced,

on average, 30 and 100 kb apart, respectively. Not surprisingly,

the replicon model proposed in 1963 to explain the regulation

of DNA replication in bacteria and their episomes [Jacob and

Brenner, 1963] has been the guiding paradigm for virtually all

subsequent studies directed toward the isolation and charac-

terization of origins from eukaryotic genomes. In this model, a

replicon was defined as a functional unit that contains two

important elements: a gene encoding a trans-acting initiator and a

mutable genetic replicator that directs the initiator (and initiation) to

itself. Obviously, the model has had to be adjusted to accommodate

the fact that eukaryotic chromosomes contain hundreds to thousands

of individual origins [Huberman and Riggs, 1968; Newlon et al.,

1974] that apparently are activated in each case by a single set of

initiation factors.
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The replicon model was so successful in guiding explorations in

yeast that it promised to hold throughout the eukaryotic world.

However, there has been a serious paradigm shift in the last decade

or so because many aspects of the model do not adequately describe

regulation of initiation in eukaryotic organisms more evolved than

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In this article, we will summarize the

relevant data that have led to this paradigm shift. Our focus will be

largely on the localization and characterization of DNA sequences

that function as origins of replication in complex genomes—

whether they be true replicators or not. There also has been an

explosion of information in recent years concerning initiators in

higher eukaryotic organisms, as well as epigenetic requirements for

determining the activity of origins as well as the time of firing in the

S-period. We refer the reader to excellent recent reviews that cover

these important concepts [Bell and Dutta, 2002; Zhou et al., 2005;

Aladjem et al., 2006], although we will briefly describe the state-of-

the-art in these areas where relevant.
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IDENTIFYING EUKARYOTIC
REPLICATORS PHENOTYPICALLY
A critical advance in the eukaryotic replication field was the isolation

of autonomously replicating sequence (ARS) elements from the

S. cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe genomes [Stinchcomb

et al., 1979; Chan and Tye, 1980; Wright et al., 1986]. In S. cerevisiae,

ARS elements are �100 bp in length and are characterized by a

required consensus sequence (50-[A/T]TTTAT[A/G]TTT[A/T]-30) as

well as two redundant, non-conserved, auxiliary elements [recently

reviewed in Aladjem et al., 2006]. Identification of an ARS consensus

allowed the isolation of the ORC complex [Bell and Stillman, 1992],

which functions at origins as the initiator in this and apparently all

other eukaryotes (although it has other non-origin targets). ARS

elements from S. pombe are much larger (>500 bp) and consist of

clusters of As and Ts that are asymmetrically distributed. Deletion of

these elements in selected origins does, in fact, lower origin activity

(reviewed in Kim and Huberman, 2001; Dai et al., 2005); however,

there is no recognizable consensus element analogous to the

S. cerevisiae ARS element, and unrelated AT-rich sequences can

substitute in ARS assays without inactivating origin function. Thus,

although ARS elements in S. cerevisiae and S. pombe both represent

true, mutable, replicators, those in S. pombe clearly deviate from the

original replicator paradigm.

Two-dimensional (2-D) gel replicon mapping methods that take

advantage of the unique physical properties of restriction fragments

containing either internal replication bubbles (i.e., origins),

single forks, or termination structures [Brewer and Fangman,

1987; Nawotka and Huberman, 1988] have shown that most

S. cerevisiae ARS elements correspond to legitimate chromosomal

origins [reviewed in Aladjem et al., 2006]. In both yeasts, most

origins are not active 100% of the time, with some being activated in

fewer than 10% of cell cycles. Thus, bona fide termini defining

individual replicons are not likely to be common in these genomes.

A corollary to this inefficiency is that closely spaced potential

initiation sites are unlikely to interfere with each other by firing on

the same template, as has been reported for very active origins

juxtaposed on plasmids [Brewer and Fangman, 1993].

The ARS assay, when applied to complex mammalian genomes,

has not led to the identification of verifiable genetic replicators. For

example, when a cloned human genomic library was transfected

into a human cell line [Krysan et al., 1989], virtually every cloned

fragment replicated autonomously to some degree (even those of

bacterial origin), but the larger fragments were much more efficient.

This result suggested either that origins of replication are distributed

at very frequent intervals in mammalian genomes, or that virtually

any sequence, when taken out of context, can serve as a template

for initiation at a measurable frequency. These suggestions were

compatible with observations that initiation occurs at closely

spaced, apparently random, sequences in the early cleavage stages

of Xenopus laevis and Drosophila melanogaster development [e.g.,

Blumenthal et al., 1974]. Furthermore, virtually any DNA sequence

(even from viruses and bacterial plasmids) can replicate in vitro in

frog egg extracts prior to the mid-blastula transition when

transcription begins [Harland and Laskey, 1980].
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IDENTIFYING ORIGINS AND POTENTIAL
REPLICATORS BY BIOCHEMICAL METHODS THAT
LOCALIZE START SITES
Given the lack of a useful ARS assay for rescuing higher eukaryotic

replicators, identification of origins has relied on the biochemical

approach. The several origin mapping strategies all have requir-

ed that the region under study be cloned and mapped. As a

consequence, the majority of chromosomal regions were charac-

terized initially because of previous interest in their respective

genes. Methods for origin localization fall into several categories

[reviewed in Hamlin, 1992]: (1) labeling nascent strands in early

S-phase with radioactive thymidine or BUdR, which are then

used to detect the earliest fragments synthesized in a region of

interest; (2) monitoring the direction of fork movement through a

defined region; (3) determining the position at which either

leading or lagging strands switch from one template to the other;

or (4) monitoring the development and expansion of replication

bubbles around a nascent strand start site (Fig. 1).

The first mammalian origin was identified in the 240 kb amplified

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) domain of the methotrexate-

resistant CHO cell line, CHOC 400. This locus has been analyzed

by early-labeled fragment (ELF) assays, by leading and lagging

strand template bias assays, by PCR-based small nascent strand

abundance assays, and by both the neutral/neutral and neutral/

alkaline 2-D gel assays [reviewed in Dijkwel and Hamlin, 1996].

Virtually all of the studies on this complex origin have converged on

a model in which initiation can occur at more than 30 sites within

the 55 kb spacer between the convergently transcribed DHFR and

2BE2121 genes, with the efficiencies of utilization varying from

a minimum near the 30 ends of the convergently transcribed genes

to maxima at two different sites (termed ori-b and ori-g),

which are spaced about 20 kb apart [e.g., Leu and Hamlin, 1989].

A quantitative estimate suggests that, at most, 20% of initiations in

the 55-kb spacer occur within the 2 kb encompassing the most active

ori-b region, and the spacer as a whole sustains an initiation event in

only 15–20% of cell cycles. Thus, even the most active region in this

origin (ori-b) is very inefficient, firing in only 3–4% of cell cycles.

How do these results on the prototypic DHFR origin compare to

other origins that have been identified by locus-centric approaches

in higher eukaryotes? By one (usually) or more (rarely) mapping

methods, about 30 origins have now been identified in organisms

ranging from fruit flies to man [see Aladjem et al., 2006 for original

references]. Origins have been localized in the amplified

D. melanogaster chorion locus, Xenopus laevis and human rDNA

loci, and the Syrian hamster CAD and murine adenosine deaminase

domains. Single-copy human origins have been identified in the c-

myc, b-globin, IGFII, HSP70, MCM4/PRKDC, RPE, TOP1, and

YWHAH domains. Other single-copy origins have been localized in

Drosophila histone and polymerase-b domains, in African green

monkey cells, in the murine b-globin and IGH loci, as well as in the

Chinese hamster rhodopsin, APRT, GNA13, GADD45A, RSP14, and

TK1 domains.

Many of these origins have been shown on 2-D gels, or by

extensive analysis of the surrounding region by the small nascent
JOURNAL OF CELLULAR BIOCHEMISTRY



Fig. 1. Methods of localizing origins of replication. The cartoon depicts five

adjacent restriction fragments (A–E) with the central one containing an

origin. The inner gray lines represent the leading and lagging nascent strands

as the bubble matures. The methods for identifying fragment C fall in to four

general categories. 1) Determining the positions of the small nascent strands

contained within the bubbles (inner gray lines); this can be done by labeling

them in vivo with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) or radioactive thymidine shortly

after initiation and somehow identifying their origins; alternatively small

nascent strands are melted away from template and isolated by size; in the

most common recent application, the small melted nascent strands are

quantified by PCR, using a set of primer pairs positioned throughout the

region of interest (shown as pairs of lines flanking the linear map above); this

method works well on single-copy sequences owing to the great sensitivity of

PCR (see Giacca et al., 1994). 2) Relying on the unique electrophoretic

mobilities of restriction fragments containing either replication bubbles,

single forks, or X-shaped termination structures under appropriate conditions

(2-D replicon methods); genomic DNA is gently isolated, digested with an

appropriate restriction enzyme, and separated on a neutral/neutral 2-D gel;

after transfer of the digest to a membrane, the intermediates are hybridized

successively with a series of probes from the region of interest (see Brewer and

Fangman, 1987). 3) Determining the direction of replication fork movement

through a region of interest, which should diverge from an origin; the neutral/

alkaline 2-D gel method (Nawotka and Huberman, 1988) and the more recent

SMARD technique that examines DNA fibers from cells pulsed with two

different nucleotides, which are then detected with fluorescent probes of

different colors (e.g., Norio et al., 2005). 4) Determining the position at which

leading or lagging strands switch template strands, which occurs at origins of

replication (Handeli et al., 1989; Burhans et al., 1990; Dijkwel et al., 2002).

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

www.interscience.wiley.com.]
strand abundance assay, to represent zones of inefficient initiation

sites (although certain subregions can be preferred). Importantly,

most of the origins that have been identified in the last 8–10 years

were discovered with the PCR-based small nascent strand

abundance assay [e.g., Giacca et al., 1994], and most of these have

not been characterized with any other state-of-the-art assay such as

neutral/neutral or neutral/alkaline 2-D gel analysis, either of which

can readily distinguish isolated single initiation sites from sites

residing within initiation zones. Indeed, our laboratory has shown

that the small nascent strand abundance assay is insensitive to low

levels of initiation that can be detected on 2-D gels [Dijkwel et al.,

2002]. Thus, the jury is still out as to how many of the 30 higher

eukaryotic origins actually reside in initiation zones.

Apparently, the vast majority of active origins in S. cerevisiae

[Raghuraman et al., 2001] and in S. pombe [Gomez and Antequera,

1999] reside in the spacers between genes. All but five of the
JOURNAL OF CELLULAR BIOCHEMISTRY
mammalian origins cited above (Syrian hamster CAD; Chinese

hamster GADD45A, and RSP14, as well as human DMMT1 and

YWHAH) reside in intergenic regions [see Aladjem et al., 2006 for

original references]. This is consistent with the observation that in

early cleavage stages in Xenopus, initiation can occur in both the

transcription units and spacers when the genes are silent prior to the

mid-blastula transition, but only in the spacers after transcription

commences [Hyrien et al., 1995]. In concert with older electron

microscopic studies on early cleavage Xenopus and Drosophila

embryos [e.g., Blumenthal et al., 1974; Buongiorno-Nardelli et al.,

1976], these data suggest that, at least in early development in these

organisms, the entire genome constitutes a potential substrate for

initiation.

However, other higher eukaryotic origins are clearly more

circumscribed and come closer to the bacterial paradigms that

generated the replicon model in the first place. These include the

human lamin B2 [Giacca et al., 1994] and b-like globin [Aladjem

et al., 1998] origins, possibly the Chinese hamster GNA13 origin

[Toledo et al., 1998], and the ardB&ardC [Benard et al., 1996] and

rDNA origins in Physarum [Benard et al., 1995]. Of these, the human

globin and GNA13 origins, as well as the Physarum rDNA origin,

constitute mini-zones of initiation, while the lamin B2 [Abdura-

shidova et al., 2000] and ardB&C [Benard et al., 1996] origins appear

to correspond most closely to single sites. Interestingly, the latter

two reside within the promoters of the nearby genes. With the

exception of the Physarum origins and Chinese hamster GNA13,

however, none of these has been subjected to 2-D gel analysis.

Thus, there appears to be a spectrum of origin types ranging from

quite circumscribed to extremely broad initiation zones. Likewise,

the efficiency of origin firing apparently can range from nearly

100% (e.g., human b-globin [Kitsberg et al., 1993] and Physarum

ardB&C [Benard et al., 1996]) to less than 5% [e.g., the CHO DHFR;

ori-b locus; Dijkwel et al., 2002].

Recently, several groups have devised methods for isolating

origins from complex genomes en masse, in an attempt to discover

how analyses of the 30 or so origins cited (most of which were

localized by virtue of proximity to one’s favorite gene) reflect the

spectrum of origins in the genome as a whole. The first such study

isolated nascent strands 800–3,000 nt in length and prepared a small

library that was shown to be enriched �7-fold over the starting total

genomic DNA [Todorovic et al., 2005]. Although several new origins

were identified in this study, there apparently was a high degree of

contamination with non-origin material. A second approach takes

advantage of the circular nature of restriction fragments containing

internal initiation sites (i.e., replication bubbles or eye forms) by

trapping them in gelling agarose [Mesner et al., 2006]. Contaminat-

ing simple Y structures, linear fragments, and X-shaped termination

structures then can be electrophoresed out of the agarose plug,

leaving purified bubble-containing fragments behind. In a pilot

project, this method yielded thousands of clones from CHO cells,

virtually all of which appear to correspond to initiation sites in the

hamster genome [Mesner et al., 2006], as demonstrated by 2-D gel

analysis of their respective genomic positions. Importantly, >90%

of the cloned genomic regions that were analyzed in early S-phase

cells display the composite pattern characteristic of initiation sites

residing in initiation zones [i.e., a complete bubble arc and a
EUKARYOTIC REPLICON MODEL 323



complete, more prominent single fork arc; L.D. Mesner, unpublished

work; Mesner et al., 2006]. However, the bubble-to-fork-arc ratios

varied greatly among them, suggesting that they arise from both

large and small initiation zones. The 2-D gel analysis also suggested

that most if not all origins probably fire in less than 30% of cell

cycles.

In a more recent study, libraries of millions of clones from human

cells have been prepared and used to probe microarrays of the 30 MB

of genomic DNA being analyzed in the NHGRI ENCODE project (N.

Karnani, L.D. Mesner, C. Taylor, A. Malhotra, J. L. Hamlin, and A.

Dutta, unpublished work). This method, too, suggests that more than

50% of the cloned bubble-containing fragments arise from initiation

zones. This number is likely to be even larger, because many of the

smaller zones will be confined to a single restriction fragment, as

would be the case with the human c-myc and b-globin origins. Thus,

our current thinking is that most mammalian origins correspond to

initiation zones rather than single sites analogous to the lamin B2

origin. By hybridizing these libraries to microarrays and comparing

their distributions to the other information being compiled for the

30 MB ENCODE region, it soon should be possible to paint a

relatively detailed picture of the activity of origins vis-a-vis their

times of synthesis, proximity to active genes, chromosomal milieu

(i.e., histone and DNA covalent modifications), etc.

IN SEARCH OF CLASSIC GENETIC REPLICATORS IN
HIGHER EUKARYOTIC GENOMES

Huberman and Riggs [1968] coined the operational term origin to

denote replication initiation sites in complex genomes. The term

replicator arose directly from the replicon model of Jacob and

Brenner [1963], and is defined as a mutable genetic controlling

element. Origins necessarily coincide with replicators in simple

genomes with fixed initiation sites (bacteria, viruses and plasmids,

budding yeast), and it has been assumed that the multiple origins

in complex genomes would do the same. However, as pointed out

above, the ARS assay has not been successful in identifying

replicators from complex genomes more evolved than S. pombe.

Therefore, small fragments containing origins identified by bio-

chemical means have been analyzed for the presence of required

genetic elements in two other ways: (1) by positioning them (or

mutated versions) at random or fixed ectopic chromosomal sites to

ask whether initiation competence travels with the fragment (the

negative control is usually a nearby site in the accompanying

vector), and (2) by performing in loco mutagenesis by homologous

recombination to determine whether initiation sites are required

genetic elements.

By the first approach, mutable ‘‘replicator’’ activity has been

detected in the ACE origin from the Drosophila chorion puff

[Delidakis and Kafatos, 1987; Heck and Spradling, 1990], the human

b-globin origin [Aladjem et al., 1998], the human c-myc origin [Liu

et al., 2003], the human lamin B2 origin [Paixao et al., 2004], and the

CHO ori-b locus [e.g., Handeli et al., 1989; Gray et al., 2007]. Of

these, both the human b-globin origin [Aladjem et al., 1998] and the

human c-myc origin [Liu et al., 2003] appear to have redundant

sequences that must both be removed to inhibit origin activity;
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additionally, the b-globin, c-myc, ori-b, and ACE sequences all

derive from zones of initiation sites in their native chromosomal

contexts. Note, however, that initiation does not occur within ACE

itself. Thus, only the very AT-rich lamin B2 origin, which is in a very

narrow intergenic spacer, appears to correspond to a single, mutable

origin/replicator by this criterion. Furthermore, a subregion of this

fragment has been shown in ChIP assays to bind to hORC2 [reviewed

in Aladjem et al., 2006]. Interestingly, the same techniques used to

identify a relatively fixed origin containing mutable genetic

elements in the human b-like globin locus detected no such

circumscribed start sites or potential replicators in the homologous

region in the murine genome [see Aladjem et al., 2006]. Thus, the

mechanisms of initiation at these loci seem not to have been

conserved between the two species.

The DHFR initiation zone constitutes one of the few origins that

has been mutagenized systematically in loco to search for required

genetic elements (replicators). Although the activity of the ori-b

locus can be compromised by mutagenesis when placed by itself at

ectopic sites [Gray et al., 2007], deletion from its in loco position has

no effect on initiation in the remainder of the 55 kb initiation zone

nor on the time of replication of the locus as a whole [Kalejta et al.,

1998]. In fact, the central 45 kb of the intergenic spacer, which

encompasses >95% of the usual nascent strand start sites in this

zone, can be deleted without a significant change in the early-

replicating properties of the DHFR locus [Mesner et al., 2003b]; this

was achieved by greatly increasing the frequency of initiation in the

truncated spacer that remained. However, it remains to perform the

same systematic genetic analysis that was carried out at ectopic

positions on the ori-b region in loco. If the same results were

obtained, one could conclude that, ori-b is, indeed, a genetic

replicator, but it must be redundant with many other replicators

spread throughout the intergenic spacer. Alternatively, a responsible

replicator could conceivably reside outside of the actual initiation

zone itself.

Interestingly, when tested directly, a fragment containing ori-b

proved to replicate autonomously in human or CHO cells no better

than similarly-sized fragments that presumably do not contain

replicators [P. Foreman, J.D. Milbrandt, and J.L. Hamlin, unpub-

lished work; Caddle and Calos, 1992]. (Parenthetically, the notion

that matrix attachment regions (MARs) might coincide with genetic

replicators [Razin et al., 1986] was tested directly by deleting the

prominent MAR that lies in the approximate center of the DHFR

initiation zone [Mesner et al., 2003a]. However, its removal had no

effect on initiation per se; rather, the daughter chromatids, which are

usually separated from one another locally within minutes of

replication, failed to separate until just prior to mitosis. Thus, at least

in this locus, the local MAR is within the origin but is not the element

responsible for origin activity.)

EPIGENETIC FACTORS THAT REGULATE ORIGIN
ACTIVITY AND THE TIME OF FIRING

Is it possible that virtually any sequence in complex genomes

can serve as a template for initiation provided that it is in a

permissive environment? There are several examples of the
JOURNAL OF CELLULAR BIOCHEMISTRY



plasticity of origins of replication that support this view. For

example, when nucleotide pools are lowered in CHO cells by

inhibitors [Anglana et al., 2003], or when the transcription patterns

of neighboring genes are altered during development, the number

and distribution of initiation sites can change dramatically [e.g.,

Norio et al., 2005]. These findings are compatible with the idea that

there are many more potential initiation sites in the genome than are

normally used in a given cell cycle, but their usage can be negatively

or positively regulated by environmental effects such as local gene

activity and/or chromatin architecture.

In support of these ideas are the following examples. Transcrip-

tion through S. cerevisiae ARS1 [Snyder et al., 1988], as well as

through cloned human fragments [Haase et al., 1994], inhibits their

ability to replicate autonomously. In the CHO DHFR locus, deletion

of the 30 processing signals from the DHFR gene allows RNA

polymerase to traverse almost the entire former intergenic spacer,

completely eliminating replication initiation in its path [Mesner and

Hamlin, 2005]. Conversely, when a fragment from the body of the

DHFR gene, which never initiates in loco, is inserted at ectopic

(presumably non-transcribed) chromosomal sites, it now serves as a

perfectly good template for replication initiation [Lin et al., 2005].

Interestingly, deletion of a functional promoter from the DHFR gene,

which prevents transcription by RNA polymerase, allows the former

55 kb initiation zone to spread into the body of the now inactive

gene [Saha et al., 2004]. These data again suggest that potential

initiation sites are spread throughout the genome—even in the

bodies of potential genes, but their use is inhibited by transcription

through the template. As noted above, however, at least five

mammalian origins reside in the coding regions of active genes.

It remains to be determined whether both alleles at these loci

are actively transcribing. Indeed, whole-genome microarray ap-

proaches that identified initiation sites in S. cerevisiae, S. pombe,

and D. melanogaster, suggest that most sites reside in non-trans-

cribed spacers [e.g., Raghuraman et al., 2001; MacAlpine et al.,

2004].

In contrast to the negative effects of transcription through a DNA

sequence on replication initiation, several recent studies suggest

that proximity to an active promoter can establish a chromatin

ambience that facilitates origin activity without requiring tran-

scription itself. In S. cerevisiae, both RNA Polymerase II and III

transcription factors can stimulate initiation at the nearby ARS1,

apparently by facilitating chromatin remodeling [Bodmer-Glavas

et al., 2001]. In Xenopus laevis eggs, an artificial origin can be

created in a plasmid simply by targeting Gal4-VP16 to binding sites

positioned next to a TATA box [Danis et al., 2004]. Transcription is

not required for this effect, and origin activation is accompanied by

local histone acetylation. Recent studies on the c-myc replicator

suggest that local promoter elements are required for origin activity,

but that very active transcription from that promoter inhibits origin

firing [Ghosh et al., 2004].

Additional studies on D. melanogaster ACE (the amplification

control element) show that origins of replication in this system bind

well-known transcription factors, suggesting a direct role for these

factors in initiation of replication [Bosco et al., 2001; Beall et al.,

2002]. The lamin B2 origin resides in a very narrow intergenic zone,

and elements that enhance transcription (e.g., a CpG island) also
JOURNAL OF CELLULAR BIOCHEMISTRY
enhance origin activity [Paixao et al., 2004]. In fact, sequences

encompassing CpG islands are greatly enriched in small nascent

strands in mammalian cells [Delgado et al., 1998], again suggesting

that transcription factors can modulate both gene and local origin

activity. Various attempts have been made to categorize the

elements residing in or near origins of replication in mammalian

cells, and although there is no consistent pattern among the various

well-studied examples, transcription factor binding sites appear

regularly in or near several origins [Aladjem et al., 2006]. In most

cases, however, the precision with which replication initiation sites

have been mapped does not allow the conclusion that these sites

have anything to do with origin activity per se.

Another clear-cut example of promoter/origin interactions is

manifested in the CHO DHFR locus. The DHFR promoter lies 26 kb

upstream from the nearest initiation site in the intergenic spacer, yet

deletion of critical elements that eliminate transcription greatly

diminishes the efficiency of initiation of replication in the spacer

[Saha et al., 2004]. It has not yet been determined whether inhibition

of origin activity by the promoter deletion results from the absence

of transcription per se, as opposed to some transcription-

independent change in chromatin architecture that depends on

an intact promoter and extends all the way into the intergenic zone.

This effect may be manifested on a more global scale by studies in

which nuclei from CHO cells at various positions in the cell cycle are

allowed to replicate in Xenopus egg extracts. These nuclei have been

shown to pass through a regulatory origin decision point (ODP) in

early G1 that converts a totally random pattern of initiation

throughout the DHFR locus (and presumably the whole genome) to

the more focused intergenic pattern displayed by cultured cells [e.g.,

Keezer and Gilbert, 2002]. There is some evidence to suggest that the

critical difference between early- and late-G1 nuclei is the dramatic

increase in transcription of neighboring genes that occurs during

this interval. However, transcription commences in this system early

in G1, well before the ODP itself. Clearly, something else has to

happen in addition to transcription per se to activate the nearby

origin.

Thus, there appear to be both local and more far-reaching effects

of transcription competence on origin activity, neither of which may

require transcription itself under most circumstances. Data from a

genome-wide microarray study on replication timing, transcription

patterns, and the distribution of ORC in the Drosophila genome may

suggest how this is achieved [MacAlpine et al., 2004]. Based on the

interaction of these different, large, data sets, it appears that

transcription (or a competent promoter) may have a local effect by

influencing origin selection, while at the same time regulating origin

activation over domains at least 100 kb in length (in the latter case

by determining the activation of or the time of activation of origins

within the domain). In fact, a single molecule analysis of the

multicopy rDNA locus in S. cerevisiae reveals that the intergenic

rDNA origins fire in clusters [Pasero et al., 2002], which could result

from packaging several tandem copies of the repeating unit into

distinct architectural chromatin domains. Presumably, in all of these

cases, transcription factors are mediating chromatin remodeling

toward a permissive configuration. The question then arises as to

what constitutes a permissive chromatin ambience. There is little

doubt that most active origins will find themselves in euchromatin,
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which has long been known to replicate early in S-phase [Goldman

et al., 1984]. Recent genome-wide studies on covalent histone

modifications in Drosophila define a binary pattern in which

active genes are hyperacetylated on histones H3 and H4 and

hypermethylated at H3/K4 and H3/K79; inactive genes, on the other

hand, are hypomethylated and deacetylated at the same lysines

[Schubeler et al., 2004]. These modifications are tightly linked to

RNA polymerase activity itself. However, this suggestion is not

consistent with studies cited above in which the act of transcription

(rather than transcription factor loading at the promoter) is not

required to activate the local origins. Furthermore, most activating

marks are prevalent only in the promoter and immediately

downstream [Pattenden et al., 2005].This suggests that acetylation

of histones in promoters could be responsible for activating those

origins that lie within a short distance (e.g., c-myc, b-globin, lamin

B2), but cannot readily explain activation of origins that lie

considerable distances from a local promoter (e.g., the DHFR origin).

Therefore, no unifying rules have been uncovered to explain the

complex and subtle effects of transcription (or active promoters) on

establishing a permissive environment for initiation.

Altogether, these data are consistent with earlier studies

showing that actively transcribed genes in somatic metazoan cells

are very often replicated in early S-phase when most of the

origins are likely to be activated [e.g., Holmquist, 1987]. In budding

yeast, the default time of activation of most origins generally

appears to be early S-phase, although the activity and/or time of

firing of ARS elements can be regulated by chromosomal context

effects such as proximity to telomeres [Ferguson and Fangman,

1992].

Indeed, there is a well-established literature suggesting that, at a

population level, origins of replication in budding yeast [e.g.,

Raghuraman et al., 2001], fission yeast [e.g., Segurado et al., 2003],

fruit flies [e.g., MacAlpine and Bell, 2005], and mammals [e.g., Jeon

et al., 2005] fire in predetermined orders within the S-phase.

However, in a recent analysis of replication timing of single DNA

fibers in S. cerevisiae, it is quite clear that the timing of replication of

given chromosomal segments is essentially probabilistic within an

individual cell and is not strictly determined [Czajkowsky et al.,

2008]; however, the averaged replication times for all molecules

examined recapitulates the ensemble-averaged patterns observed in

the population. This same phenomenon may be reflected in the fact

that the single-copy, so-called early-firing, mammalian origins that

have been examined on 2-D gels clearly fire at any time during a

2–3 h window—presumably also in a probabilistic manner [Dijkwel

and Hamlin, 1992]. In the few documented cases of mammalian

mid- or late-firing origins that have been examined on 2-D gels, the

window of activation is equally broad [e.g., Larner et al., 1999]. Even

in synchronized populations of budding yeast, the activation times

of early- and mid-firing origins, as judged from 2-D gels, clearly

overlap [Ferguson and Fangman, 1992], suggesting the absence of

any strictly defined temporal organization.

With these caveats in mind, a well-studied example of regulation

of the time of firing is the b-globin domain in humans, in which

there is a clearly defined upstream locus control region (LCR) whose

loss in the Hispanic deletion renders the downstream origin late-

firing [Aladjem et al., 1995]. Another important contribution shows
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that tethering a histone acetyl transferase to a late-firing origin

in S. cerevisiae can advance its time of firing in the S-period

[Vogelauer et al., 2002]. Thus, the transcription apparatus may

serve only as a conveyor of the enzymes and factors required

to adequately remodel or modify chromatin in the vicinity of a

potential origin. Interestingly, there is another way of establishing

replication timing, which was uncovered in a study of the EBV

origin of replication. This origin utilizes the viral EBNA protein in

addition to cellular proteins to effect initiation in a once-per-cell-

cycle mode of replication [Zhou et al., 2006]. The nucleosomes that

flank the dyad symmetry (DS) element in this origin are remodeled

by SNF2H in late G1 prior to S-phase entry. At the same time, and

unlike other examples of origin activation, histones in the EBV

origin are deacetylated by HDAC2. The authors point out that this

origin is probably late-firing, so deacetylation may be the mark that

delays origin firing in this system.

Regardless of how replication timing is established, a fascinating

recent study suggests that transcriptional competence is established

at the time of replication (i.e., exogenous genes are better able to

support transcription when injected into early S-phase nuclei than

when delivered in late S-phase [Zhang et al., 2002]). These studies

suggest how epigenetic states can be maintained from one cell

generation to another. For a comprehensive summary of this

fascinating aspect of origin regulation, the reader is directed to

a recent review of replication timing related to imprinting and

X-chromosome inactivation [Lande-Diner and Cedar, 2005]. Lastly,

another potential epigenetic influence that deserves further study is

methylation of CpG islands. The jury is still out on the real

involvement of this covalent DNA modification in origin activation.

How do these data fit the original replicon model, and does that

model help or hinder our future ability to understand regulation of

DNA synthesis in higher eukaryotes? We would like to propose the

following model for control of replication in higher eukaryotic cells,

which is fluid enough to accommodate the overwhelming majority

of the complex data sets cited above. We suggest that the genomes of

metazoans are peppered at very frequent but random intervals

(perhaps every few hundred base pairs) with a hierarchy of potential,

degenerate, replicators. When activated, these replicators are

suggested to control initiation only in their immediate environ-

ments. In the theoretical absence of any chromosomal context

effects (i.e., in naked DNA), these sites could be more or less active as

recognition elements for metazoan initiators in much the same way

that micrococcal nuclease exhibits a hierarchic preference for

certain sequences in naked DNA when enzyme is limiting. Clearly,

when viewed in isolation, deletion or mutagenesis of such an

initiation (or cleavage) site would lower or eliminate its ability to

attract the initiation complex (or nuclease) and inhibit initiation (or

cleavage) at that site, but not at neighboring sites. In general, most

of these initiation sites are suggested to be highly inefficient,

explaining why even broad initiation zones appear to sustain only

one or fewer initiation events within the zone in a given cell cycle.

Thus, the probability that any given site will efficiently attract

an initiation complex will depend upon whether it finds itself in a

permissive environment. In a euchromatic chromatin domain,

the overall architecture would be permissive, allowing a non-

transcribed (intergenic) region to initiate with more or less efficiency
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depending on its complement of other proteins (e.g., transcription

factors, modified histones, etc.), while sites within an active

transcription unit in the same euchromatic domain would not.

The non-permissive environment of heterochromatin would

preclude initiation of replication, and such regions would have

to wait to be replicated passively from active upstream or

downstream euchromatic regions, probably by a preceding wave

of de-heterochromatization.

In this general model, lengthy intergenic spacers such as DHFR

and rhodopsin correspond to broad initiation zones because they

contain many exposed degenerate replicators, some of them more

efficient than others. Conversely, very narrow intergenic spacers

might isolate only one or a few active initiation sites (as in the lamin

B2 and human b-globin loci), even though other inchoate sites

might reside in the bodies of the neighboring actively-transcribed

genes that define the spacer. Any of these sites (intra- or intergenic)

might behave as classic, mutable, replicators when positioned at a

permissive ectopic site. This general model could be extended to

suggest that the one or two solo sites in narrow spacers may have

evolved particularly high affinities for the initiation complex in

order to ensure that they are activated in every cell cycle.

Viewed in this way, one could question the value of mutagenizing

a site such as lamin B2 or ori-b and testing the effects on initiation

only within the immediate environment of a cassette at an ectopic

chromosomal site [e.g., Aladjem et al., 1998; Altman and Fanning,

2004]. It is already clear that there are no recognizable consensus

sequences among the known origins except for the usual presence

of AT-rich and easily unwound elements in the neighborhood

[reviewed in Gilbert, 2004; Aladjem et al., 2006]. However, these

mutagenic studies will likely define the nature of sequence

characteristics that have increased affinity for ORC and/or other

proteins involved in the initial melting of the helix. To be truly

meaningful, however, these approaches will have to control for

possible effects of mutations on other epigenetic phenomena that

play important roles in origin activity (e.g., local transcription or

chromatin modification).

Perhaps by modulating our thinking around this more inclusive

general model, our experiments can be designed to give the

maximum amount of information about this elemental but complex

process.
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